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Dear Ms Ayre,

     On behalf of “Fulbourn Parish” ( a Rule Six Party) I attended all seven days of the Inquiry last 
September, so I am familiar with the background.
     I write to object to this new planning application. I restate all the material planning objections in 
my letters of 29 October 2014 and 16 May 2015 (copies attached).  They related to the previous 
application (S/2273/14/OL) but are relevant to this new  application, which is very similar and 
equally harmful.

     In refusing the applicant’s previous appeal, the Inspector said (his paragraph 136) “ the appeal 
proposal cannot be considered to be sustainable development”.
     He added (para 138) that he could not have any certainty that that proposal would “result in an 
acceptable development for future residents to live in…this matter could not appropriately be 
addressed by any planning conditions I could impose”.
     The new application , as put out for public consultation, does nothing to address these  fatal 
deficiencies and should be rejected for that reason.

    This is an outline application including “consideration of access points”. As such it is seriously 
misleading. It still shows a pedestrian access route across Poor Well. Fulbourn Parish Council 
(FPC) , who  own Poor Well, said in their letter of 18 May 2105 that they will 
“not permit construction of a ‘boardwalk’ across the land.This therefore cannot be considered an 
‘access route’ to the proposed estate.”
   They repeated this strong objection in their letter of 15 Jan 2016 to the Inquiry.
   The existing informal  muddy path through Poor Well crosses a permanent stream and would 
obviously be unsafe for potential residents or visitors to use. So the FPC objection rules out any 
use of Poor Well  for pedestrian/bicycle/wheelchair access  to or from the proposed housing estate.
  This by itself is sufficient reason to reject the application. Castlefield have deliberately 
exaggerated the possible access to the proposed estate.

  I now consider Cox’s Drove, which is the most direct route from the proposed estate  into the 
village centre. The intention of Castlefield for this access point is clear. Their previous application  
referred to “emergency vehicles only”. Now they speak of allowing  “agricultural vehicles”, with a  
suggested traffic restriction only 4 inches high. The potential for abuse is obvious. Cox’s Drove 
would quickly become a regular route, despite its unsuitability   for  increased  vehicle traffic or flow 
of pedestrians and cyclists.

   I have another objection. The proposed LEAP (children’s playground) is in an area also intended 
for surface water storage and flow. At the Inquiry, Castlefield conceded that in a severe storm this 
area, a children’s playground, would be under a foot of running water. If SCDC, knowing this ,were 
to approve such a dangerous scheme, you would be exposed to huge liabilities for any future 
accident.



 There are also serious questions about the proposed new crossroads 
 at Teversham Road/Brunswick Gardens. This  is very close to another main road junction, to a 
level crossing, and to a bus stop. It would be  the sole exit and entrance for vehicles to and from  
the whole estate of 110 houses. If blocked for any reason it would leave hundreds of vehicles 
trapped inside the estate. There is no similar cul-de-sac in Fulbourn, and this urban concept is not 
appropriate or sensible  for a rural village.

The most decisive objection of all was identified by the Inspector. The unsuitable nature of this site, 
with its high water table and risk of regular flooding (which the applicant acknowledges) would 
require exceptional engineering and expensive counter-measures:  all houses on stilts, boardwalks 
for access between houses, estate roads built on raised causeways, huge drainage and “water 
flow” areas. That is why Cambridgeshire County Council have said that there could be no 
possibility of the estate roads being adopted as public highways. 

Maintaining all  this elaborate infrastructure in perpetuity would require a private  guarantor now, at 
today’s prices, to underwrite a capital sum of at least £20 million. In September  2016 Castlefield 
declined to do this, which shows that they themselves recognise the unsustainabilty  over time of 
their own proposal. They would sell the site and walk away: SCDC would be left with the perpetual 
liability to keep  all the infrastructure safe and maintain essential access for vehicles and 
pedestrians.

 For these reasons, I ask SCDC to refuse this speculative and reckless application.

 I am copying this letter to Fulbourn Parish Council, Cambridgeshire County Council,  Fulbourn 
Forum, and Lucy Frazer MP (who knows the site).

      Yours ever,
          

         
           Robert Culshaw FRSA FRGS MCIL

      
 


